
NO SHOWED,
NO MORE!

YOUR ULTIMATE PRE-APPOINTMENT
REMINDER SEQUENCE WITH CALENDAR

REMINDER EMAIL TEMPLATES INCLUDED!



ARE NO SHOWS KILLING YOUR QUOTA?

Hey, we are all busy, right?

Doesn't matter if you're the CEO of a company feeling like you are drinking out of a
firehose, or are a new parent just trying to keep the dishwasher running and keep your
eyes open.

And... I can guarantee you have missed an appointment, a call, or rescheduled a
meeting last minute.

But a "No Show", no reschedule appointment that is missed on your calendar can feel a
bit...personal. Like "ghosting", it just feels SAD. You may have desperate feelings.

What did I do wrong?

Maybe they forgot, lost interest, didn't care enough or just moved on.

But in sales and marketing, we know we put in a LOT of time and effort to get that
appointment on the calendar in the first place.

If No Shows are feeling more and more frequent, steps need to be taken to ensure your
prospects are excited and eager to speak with you. When they start showing up, and
showing up seriously and prepared to engage, you'll begin to see more results and can
focus on other aspects of sales rather than worrying about your calendar being
pointlessly blocked and having to sit on calls waiting for a ghost to appear.

NO SHOWED, NO MORE!

DO YOU KNOW AND TRACK YOUR NO SHOW RATE?

If not, you need to. Anything more than 20% is a typical issue to address and test
solutions for.

Here's how to easily calculate your No Show Rate:

# OF TOTAL
APPOINTMENTS

IN A MONTH

# OF TOTAL 
NO SHOWS 
IN A MONTH

50 TOTAL
APPOINTMENTS

IN A MONTH

15 No SHOWs
in a month

15/50 = 0.3 = 30%



NO SHOWED, NO MORE!

NO SHOW RATE ISSUES ADDRESSED

Ensure your Prospects know the Value of the Meeting. Do they need to prepare
anything? What do they need to be thinking about before the meeting?
Make sure you are taking responsibility to schedule the meeting, be clear with your
prospect on the actual way they are going to SHOW UP for the meeting - Zoom,
Google Meet, Phone Call (Remind them that you are calling THEM.)
Don't schedule meetings on Monday mornings or Friday afternoons. No one wants to
talk to you then...
Try not to schedule meetings more than 2 Weeks in advance.

TOP OF FUNNEL NO SHOWS
No-shows at the top of the funnel are prospects you’ve only just met.

If you do a lot of cold prospecting, no shows are just a part of the deal; it’s almost
impossible to entirely eliminate them. But, as a general rule, these no-show rates
should never exceed 20%.

BOTTOM OF FUNNEL NO SHOWS
No-shows at the bottom of the funnel are those you’ve already invested substantial
time and energy into. You've pitched them, managed their objections, learned about
their needs, and have done everything you can to schedule them for a meeting.

If you’re getting cancellations and no shows at this stage of the sales process,
something is just plain wrong. As a general rule, your bottom-of-funnel no show rates
should never exceed 10%.

To take personal accountability for your No Shows, make sure you are following the
below best practices:

DEPLOY AUTOMATION REMINDERS THAT CONTAIN VALUE
In the next pages, you can see the automatic reminder emails that I have set up to work while I
focus on bigger priorities. Feel free to copy and paste and make these your own.

We choose to use Calendly for booking meetings and these emails and texts are then generated
on a timeline when the appointment is secured.

But you can easily set up a sequence in your CRM that allows you to trigger the emails that you
can manually deploy when you have an appointment booked.



WHEN: AUTOMATIC EMAIL AFTER BOOKING
SUBJECT LINE: RESPONSE NEEDED TO HOLD SPOT + FREE GIFT

NO SHOWED, NO MORE!

Hi INVITEE FIRST NAME,

This is APPOINTMENT ORGANIZER NAME from YOUR COMPANY.

I'm looking forward to learning more about your business and what you got going on
during our DISCOVERY CALL at TIME on DAY, DATE.

We will discuss just exactly how VALUE PROPOSITION HERE.

If there's a fit, we can talk about further steps.

As a gift for setting up an appointment, I’d like to send you OUR
EBOOK/RESOURCE/HARD COPY OF A BOOK/EXAMPLES.

(LINK TO RESOURCE HERE OR IF HARD COPY INSERT THIS SENTENCE) Just let me
know where to MAIL/EMAIL/SEND it to, and MY ASSISTANT/I will get one to you asap. 

Looking forward to the call, INVITEE FIRST NAME.

Regards,

SIGNATURE
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WHEN: AUTOMATIC EMAIL MORNING OF APPOINTMENT
SUBJECT LINE: OUR CALL TODAY AT 3PM EST

2
Hi INVITEE FIRST NAME,
 
Just wanted to reach out and make sure we are still on for the call today?
 
Please just make sure that all decision-makers are present! 

Also, join on a computer if possible. (OR GIVE YOUR SPECIFIC CALL JOINING
INSTRUCTIONS HERE TO REMIND THEM.)
 
The ZOOM LINK IS HERE [Insert Link]

Regards,

SIGNATURE

PS-Here's a CASE STUDY/EXAMPLE OF WORK/RESULT that I think you might find
value out of / reminded me of you/our conversation.



WHEN: CONFIRMATION TEXT OR EMAIL 10 MINUTES BEFORE MEETING
SUBJECT LINE: YOUR UPCOMING APPOINTMENT

NO SHOWED, NO MORE!

Hi INVITEE FIRST NAME,
 
Here is the link to the meeting: [insert link] 
 
See you in 10!
 
Kind Regards, 
 
YOUR NAME
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WHEN: EMAIL UPON CANCELLATION/NO SHOW
SUBJECT LINE: WHERE’D YOU GO?

4
Hi INVITEE FIRST NAME,
 
We had a appointment booked, but I guess we weren't able to connect.
 
Are you still interested in booking a call?
 
Here is the link to reschedule: [Calendar Link]

Regards,

SIGNATURE

WHEN: 8-24 HRS FOLLOW UP TO INITIAL EMAIL UPON CANCELLATION OR
NO SHOW 
SUBJECT LINE: RE: WHERE’D YOU GO?

5

Hi INVITEE FIRST NAME,

Looks like we had an appointment booked, but we couldn't connect…no worries,
right now we’re busy with VALUE PROPOSITION. 

Did you want to reschedule or call it a pass? Lmk. 

Here is a link to reschedule. LINK

Regards,

SIGNATURE



Meet
Mark!

15+ years experience Helping Entrepreneurs +
Sales Teams take their cluttered sales process
and turn them into a scalable sales process.  

Built out highly profitable and successful sales
teams at Inc. 5000 Companies and some of the
Fastest-Growing Private Companies in the United
States in a variety of global industries. 

Helped companies exit to private equity and has
helped launch new products in 13 different
countries. 

Highly sought-after expert when it comes to the
building of sales teams and systems used at some
of the fastest-growing companies.

His book, Raise Your Standards: The Definitive
Guide to Building Seven-Figure Sales debuted at
No. 1 in Four Business Categories.

DID YOU KNOW MARK WROTE THE
BOOK ON SALES THAT WAS A
BESTSELLER HIT AT #1 IN FOUR
BUSINESS CATEGORIES?!
WANT TO SEE WHAT THE HYPE IS ALL
ABOUT?!

Send an email to
mark@getsaleskit.com and we'll 
make sure you get a copy.

NO SHOWED, NO MORE!


